Rhys Carpenter To Deliver Moore Lecture Next Week

Archaeologist to Speak
On Topic of Parthenoen

Professor Elga Carpenter of Bryn Mawr College will deliver the 26th Annual Moore Greek Lecture in the Chemistry Auditorium on November 29. Her subject will be "The Parth-
enoen.

Professor Carpenter is unparalleled in the United States in the field of Classical Greek Archaeology. As Director of the American School of Stud-
ies in Athens, Greece, she did work of commercial importance in recon-
structing sections of the Parthenon. Her knowledge of the life and times of Herodotus and Pausanias, the Club alpine Greek styles through Roman times, and the art period have also enhanced her reputa-
tion.

Educational Background
Dr. Carpenter was born December 14, 1875.

The Humanistic Value of Archae-
ological Research: "One of the most pressing problems in Greek archaeology today is the question of the exact time and place where the ancient Greeks built their cities. This question has been a source of much discussion and disagreement among scholars." There is an increasing awareness of the importance of archaeology in modern times, with a growing appreciation for the value of the ancient world. This awareness is reflected in the work of scholars like Professor Carpenter, whose research contributes to our understanding of the ancient world and its influence on modern society.

Freedom Crusade
Scotts Signed Here

Frosh Mid-term Grades Released to Advisors

Half just of the freshmen class are failing at least one subject, according to the Frosh Advisory Council on November 12.

Dean of Students Mr. William P. Hall, President of the University, issued a statement today: "It is unfortunate that half of the freshmen are failing at least one subject. The Frosh Advisory Council has been working on this problem for some time, and I am confident that they will continue to do so." The Council was established to oversee the academic progress of freshmen, and it has been working closely with the deans to address the issue of academic failure.

Glee Club Releases Concert Schedule

Connecticut College in New London will be the scene of the first Trinity College Glee Club joint concert of the season on Friday, November 29. Under the direction of Professor J. H. T. Tilton, who has served as director for ten years, the Glee Club has scheduled 11 concerts, many of which are joint with girls' schools.

On December 1, the Connecticut College Glee Club returns to a program here in New Haven. The Glee Club will broadcast over NBC on December 11, the Trinity Glee Club will participate in the broadcast, entitled "Songs From New England Colleges."

The program will be broadcast to all New England stations, including WMT in Hartford. This is the fourth year that the Glee Club has scheduled concerts for the College program. The Glee Club has made great progress in recent years, and it is hoped that the broadcast will help to promote the work of the Club.

On December 5, the Glee Club will tour to Pembroke in Providence, R.I., and the return concert will be held here on December 11. The program will feature the music of the Glee Club and the College.
At Last — A Traditional Ring

It is gratifying to note that in Trinity's 125th year, we have at last the ring that will become a traditional ring for us — wing...

The Senate's decision to promote, through a ring committee, a college hall infection is a well-deserved allusion to the Trinity Ring. It comprises a series of scattered and less effective efforts over the past few years which have resulted in each new edition of the annals of selection different ring designs from year to year. This short-lived results, however, provide them with the opportunity to develop a tradition in regard to Trinity College.

The Ring Committee, at the close of the academic year, has submitted to the Senate the following design. They have been under the influence of a number of influences, but in the end, the design which will be accepted by the Senate is the following:

The ring will be in the shape of a gryphon, the official Trinity College animal, with the words "Trinity College" inscribed on it. The ring will be made of 14-karat white gold and will cost $3.00 per year.

Another Football Season...

Another winning football season ends this week.

Another winning football season ends this week. Although it would seem a bit late in the game to play their past several seasons, Students and alumni must face this reality. We hope that the highly successful campaigns of the past few seasons will not make poor sportsmans of us.

Speaking of H. E. L...
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Efforts of Forty-Four People Required for Wesleyan Extravaganza

The efforts of some 44 people went into last Saturday's Wesleyan Extravaganza. They ranged from clerks in the office of the Bond Press and Watson Cheney to Al Kourard, the Bindo sports editor and his assistant, Dave Fisher.
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over her "timidity." When she marries a girl like Barbara, the consequences are not hard to imagine.

Special reduced-price tickets are available to Trinity students. Regular $1.50 seats are $1 for each performance. Two-play subscriptions are also available for $7.75. Interested students may contact this column.
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Frosh Soccer Club Tops Wesleyan, 5-2; Lunt-to-Royston Combo Scores Twice

The Trinity frosh soccer team fought its way to a 5-2 win over the Wesleyan yellows on a soggy, muddy field last Thursday. Trinity opened its scoring attack early in the first period, with Dick Royston scoring on a pass from left-wing George Lunt. Lunt and Royston Score Again. Exactly one minute later, this same combination, Lunt and Royston, hit for another goal to give the locals a 2-0 lead. A few minutes after this, Bill Booth charged down the middle and netted the ball for the final score of the period, making the count 3-0, Trinity. In the second quarter, the respective defenses took charge, and neither team was able to score. Wesleyan Rallies. In the third quarter, the Cards came to life, both defensively and offensively. Goalie Kehn made two sensational stops, one with his head and the other on a penalty kick by O’Connell.

Near the mid-point of the period, Marshall scored the first Wesleyan goal. With thirty seconds remaining in the period, Tryfonkos of Wesleyan sent his penalty kick into the Trinity net, making the score Trinity 3, Wesleyan 2.

Close Scores. A short while later, Wade Cross scored one for Trinity, to give the Bantams a two-goal lead at the end of the quarter.

In the final period, neither club could score, until Lunt counted for Trinity on a penalty kick. The game ended soon after with the same score, Trinity 5, Wesleyan 2.

FRESHMEN LOSS TO MASSACH USETTS, 13-0

By Jim Mr. Alpine.

Trinity’s football team will be the odd-on favorite tomorrow as they travel to Madison, Massachusetts to meet the Tufts College Jumbos in the closing game of the season. It will be the 106th meeting of these teams and the second as a Thanksgiving Day contest. Last year Trinity was an easy victor, 48-6.

Despite the big scorelast season, this year’s game promises to be a more evenly matched affair with mid-season losses to Bowdoin 47-7, Northeastern 36-7, Middletown 14-13, Williams 7-6, Amherst 21-13, and New Hampshire 60-0.

Trinity has scored 198 points this season and has given up 160, for an overall team average of 1.2. Tufts, on the other hand, has scored 271 points and allowed 217, for a slightly better average of 1.27. It is interesting to note that Tufts has scored 90 points in the last three games, while Trinity has scored 271 in the same period.

The two teams battled on even terms through most of the first quarter, with Trinity having an edge at the half. Just before the close of the half, however, a hard charging Massachusetts lineman broke the tackle and blocked a punt by Bill Rhodes, and the “Redmen” took over on the Trinity 27-yard line, as the quarter ended.

Trinity Freshmen closed out a losing grid season last Friday, by dropping a close 15-9 decision to the “Redmen” of the University of Massach usetts.

Kowalski Scores.

Kowalski.

After eight second quarter plays, Massachusetts pushed across what proved to be the winning touchdown, as the quarterback, Kowalski, scored on an end run. The extra point was good, and the score was 7-0. The rest of the quarter was uneventful, and the half ended with the “Redmen” on top, 7-0.

After the kickoff, the two teams exchanged fumbles before Trinity made its first serious move of the day. Magelaster hit end Ed Lindenmeyer with passes good for 22 and 28 yards respectively. The Trinmen could not pass this advantage, however, and Massachusetts took the ball.

Hutson Excels.

Burton Excels.

From this moment until the end of the game, it was all Massachusetts, except for several nice runs by team captain John Burton. The “Redmen” ran through and around the Trinity men. With less than two minutes to go, Trinity had a chance to score, until Lunt counted for Trinity with a 72-yarder.

The first Trinity-Wesleyan game was played in 1896. The winner was Wesleyan, by an overwhelming score, 106-0. William Barbor, ’88, was the Trinity captain; he was the only man in Trinity football history to be elected captain for three consecutive years.

Soccer Team Ends Season With Loss To Yale, 1-0, Tie With Cardinals, 1-1

By Fred Marcell and Ted Oxholm.

Yale’s talented bodgers edged a courageous Trinity soccer team last Wednesday 1-0 on a rain-soaked field that had the players fighting to retain their footings rather than kicking goals.

Although Yale seemed to maneuver more efficiently in the sloppy mud than did Trinity, the Elis did not outnumber the men from the Hilltop. It was decided a game of who could retain control of the ball in their attacking zone. For, once in enemy territory, the mud managed to engulf the ball, and gave the defenders a ticklish time as they attempted to clear it out of danger.

Cardes Scores for Yale.

Yale’s score by Capt. Cordes came as a result of a move in front of the Trin goal as 18:08 of the final period. It could be termed as lucky inasmuch as it was the inability of the backs to clear the ball to the front of the Ellis forwards that maneuvered scoring thrust, for the goal was kicked from close.

After this score, Yale pressed the attack to its fullest but Capt. Cordes and his defense were impregnable. And, although Trinity had a few opportunities to tie the game up, the Yale goalie was equal to his task and stopped the Trin marksmen. With less than two minutes to go, Trinity had an out-of-bounds kick deep in Yale territory, but on a high kick in front of the goal-mouth none of the Trinity forwards could apply his head to the ball at close quarters which would have meant the equalizer.

(Continued on page 4.)
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Who's Who (Continued from page 1.)

Ted Thomas is President of the Sophomore Dining Club and the Glee Club. He is a member of Alpha Chi Omega, and is a leader in basketball and football. He is this year's captain of the latter sport. Jim Stanley is now Sports Manager of WRTC and President of the Jesters. A member of Delta Phi, he also belongs to the Sophomore Dining Club and to the Glee Club.

The Hamilton Lecture (Continued from page 1.)

and colored slides of the history of this modern art form was presented. He showed some examples of work by contemporary artists.

The Tripod will not be issued next week. The next publication date is December 2, 1951.

Wesleyan Extra (Continued from page 2.)

what would have happened if the game had ended in a tie.

The Tripod would be ready has happened if the game had ended in a tie.

To make the corrections required only a few minutes (most of the copy had Passero spelled Passero). The type was put in the columns, adjusted to fit, locked together and was ready for printing.

One hour after the game ended, the Extra was on the press. By 5:40 the job was done. A stop at the Hartford Courant with the first copies of the Tripod and a note to the editor that they may be printed.

The annual Medusa, and the Interfraternity Council, travel to Wesleyan, the Little Three champion, to see theTrinity offense continually pummeled the Wesleyan goal, but Halley, the goalie, and the rest of the Cardinal defense made the score 1-1.

The proposed entertainment of veterans in the fraternity houses after the Wesleyan game was called off because hospital officials felt that the weekend parties would put too much of a strain on the disabled veterans.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Pi Gamma Mu Offers Graduate Scholarship

Pi Gamma Mu, national social science honorary society, has established a scholarship of $250 available for use in graduate work in the social sciences.

Before wishing to apply for the scholarship, the student must have a certificate of eligibility and receive application blanks at Mrs. Carden’s office. Applications must be submitted before December 1 so that they may be acted upon before the end of the year.

Atheneum (Continued from page 1.)

twelve debates in the two days, ten on Friday and six on Saturday. A dance is scheduled for that Friday night with girls from Jackson College as hostesses. The following Saturday evening, the debaters will be guests at a banquet for the presentation of the tournament trophy and the making of awards.

Debate on Vatican

"Resolved: That the U.S. Send an Ambassador to the Vatican" was the topic under discussion in an intra-club debate on Thursday, November 15. Dave Ferret and Roger Harmon upheld the negative, while Mont Sheehman and Joe Michel advanced the proposed. Rendring a decision upon the debate, Chaplain O’Grady, Professor Downs, and Professor Perna awarded the victory to the negative team.
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